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SUMMARY

Behavioral state is known to influence interactions
between thalamus and cortex, which are important
for sensation, action, and cognition. The thalamic
reticular nucleus (TRN) is hypothesized to regulate
thalamo-cortical interactions, but the underlying
functional architecture of this process and its state
dependence are unknown. By combining the first
TRN ensemble recording with psychophysics and
connectivity-based optogenetic tagging, we found
reticular circuits to be composed of distinct sub-
networks. While activity of limbic-projecting TRN
neurons positively correlates with arousal, sensory-
projecting neurons participate in spindles and show
elevated synchrony by slow waves during sleep.
Sensory-projecting neurons are suppressed by
attentional states, demonstrating that their gating of
thalamo-cortical interactions is matched to behav-
ioral state. Bidirectional manipulation of attentional
performancewasachieved throughsubnetwork-spe-
cific optogenetic stimulation. Together, our findings
provide evidence for differential inhibition of thalamic
nuclei across brain states, where the TRN separately
controls external sensory and internal limbic pro-
cessing facilitating normal cognitive function.
INTRODUCTION

How does the brain switch between processing of information

originating from different sources to successfully guide be-

havior? How does it flexibly shift between processing external

stimuli and internal constructs to optimize cognitive perfor-
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mance? Answers to these questions will not only enhance our

understanding of the neural basis of cognition but will also refine

our concepts of brain disorders in which cognitive dysfunction is

central (Stefansson et al., 2014). In humans, the shift between

external and internal goal-directed cognition is known to recruit

distinct cortical networks (Buckner and Krienen, 2013). For

example, the default mode network, which includes medial pre-

frontal cortex, is suppressed during tasks that demand external

attention but activated when subjects perform internally guided

behaviors (Spreng et al., 2010). In contrast, the dorsal attentional

network, which includes dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, is acti-

vated during external attention (Fox et al., 2005). Electrophys-

iological recordings in nonhuman primates have shown that

interactions among circuits of the dorsal attentional network

are achieved through synchronous oscillatory dynamics (Miller

and Buschman, 2013). Prefrontal regions lead parietal regions

in top-down attention, whereas parietal regions lead prefrontal

ones in bottom-up attention (Buschman and Miller, 2007).

Although the circuit mechanisms underlying the establishment

of these cortical oscillatory dynamic states are incompletely un-

derstood, recent experiments have shown that the thalamus

may play a central role in cortico-cortical synchrony required

for cognitive performance (Saalmann et al., 2012). These findings

add to established knowledge on the role of thalamus in regu-

lating cortical dynamics in sleep (Magnin et al., 2010; Steriade

and Llinás, 1988) but raise important mechanistic questions on

how it regulates cortical activity in an arousal state-dependent

manner, a prerequisite to understanding its precise role in

cognitive function. Also, because the thalamus is functionally

segregated into different nuclei (Jones, 2002), it may allow for es-

tablishing a multitude of cortical states depending on the type

and number of nuclei engaged during a particular behavior.

Broad shifts in arousal offer an opportunity to study circuit

mechanisms of how the brain switches between processing

external stimuli and internally generated activity. Several studies

have delineated cortical mechanisms by which processing of
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sensory information is broadly suppressed during sleep (Issa

and Wang, 2011; Livingstone and Hubel, 1981) but is enhanced

in active waking (Livingstone and Hubel, 1981) and attentional

states (Briggs et al., 2013; Desimone and Duncan, 1995),

whereas others have established mechanisms by which offline

limbic processing of memories is enhanced during sleep and

quiet wakefulness (Buzsáki, 2010; Ji and Wilson, 2007; Karlsson

and Frank, 2009). Within this framework, thalamo-cortical

network engagement in processing of different information types

is expected to occur in an arousal state-dependent manner.

The thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN), a group of GABAergic

neurons that provides inhibitory control over thalamic nuclei, is

strategically positioned to selectively modulate thalamo-cortical

interactions (Crick, 1984; Pinault, 2004). In fact, based on its

anatomical connections, Francis Crick postulated that ‘‘if the

thalamus is thegateway to thecortex, the reticular complexmight

be described as the guardian of the gateway’’ (Crick, 1984). The

TRN has been implicated in sensory processing where its neu-

rons exhibit complex visual receptive fields (Vaingankar et al.,

2012) and respond to deviant (oddball) auditory stimuli (Yu

et al., 2009). In behaving primates, visual TRNneurons aremodu-

lated by selective attention (McAlonan et al., 2008). The TRN has

also been linked to internal processing during sleep, where its ac-

tivity is associated with sleep rhythms and behavior (Cueni et al.,

2008; Espinosa et al., 2008; Huguenard and McCormick, 2007).

TRN neurons are known to exhibit rhythmicity in relation to spin-

dle oscillations (Steriade et al., 1986), 9–15 Hz dynamics that are

observed in the cortex during sleep, which correlate with sleep

stability (Dang-Vu et al., 2010), and sleep-dependent memory

consolidation (Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Eschenko et al.,

2006). How the TRN operates to support these different state-

dependent functions is unclear, in part, due to agap in knowledge

about how itsmicrocircuits are functionally organized.Physiolog-

ical attributes of thalamic nuclei are known to depend on their

anatomical connections (Jones, 1981), but the TRNhas tradition-

ally been viewed as a monolithic structure, with no link between

its connectivity and function. Although recent work in primates

has shown distinct connectivity patterns for sensory and limbic

TRN (Zikopoulos andBarbas, 2012), the impact of these anatom-

ical substrates on thalamo-cortical function has remained un-

known given the lack of physiological studies.

We directly addressed this gap in knowledge by recording

from TRN ensembles in naturally behaving mice. Our recordings

revealed a previously unknown functional diversity among TRN

microcircuits. Specifically, two functional subpopulations of

neurons were identified that exhibited opposite modulation by

sleep and attentional states. Connectivity and genetic-based

dissection of these microcircuits revealed an anatomical basis

for this functional segregation. Specifically, sensory-projecting

neurons exhibited activity patterns consistent with inhibition of

sensory processing during sleep but its augmentation during

attentional states, whereas limbic-connected neurons exhibited

little activity during sleep, likely enhancing offline limbic process-

ing. TRN-specific optogenetic manipulations revealed its causal

role in attentional performance, an effect that was recapitulated

by its selective sensory subnetwork manipulation. Together, our

data show that the TRN consists of connectivity-based func-

tional subnetworks that differentially participate in sensory and
limbic processing in a state-dependent manner. This architec-

ture may facilitate switching of cortical information processing

between externally driven and internally generated computa-

tions, a basic determinant of cognitive function.

RESULTS

TRN Recordings in the Freely Behaving Preparation
To obtain stable recordings of TRN ensembles in mice during

free behavior, we implanted arrays of adjustable extracellular

recording electrodes targeting the dorsal pole of this brain struc-

ture (Figure 1A), which is known to be connected to both anterior

limbic (Cornwall et al., 1990) and visual sensory thalamic nuclei

(Kimura et al., 2012). Electrode position was confirmed by phys-

iological signals obtained during adjustment (Figures 1A–1D),

and postmortem histology (Figures 1E and 1F). TRN neurons

were identified by their thin spike waveform compared to relay

neurons as has been done in recent studies (Gardner et al.,

2013; Halassa et al., 2011) (Figure 1G) and is normally performed

for extracellular inhibitory neuronal identification in cortical (Car-

din et al., 2009) and hippocampal recordings (Royer et al., 2012).

Consistent with previous studies, many TRN neurons showed a

bursting spike firing pattern most noticeable during slow wave

sleep (SWS; 128 out of 195; Figures S1A and S1B available on-

line), and about half of these neurons exhibited a particular burst

structure (accelerando decelerando) observed in other species

(Marlinski et al., 2012; Vaingankar et al., 2012) (Figures S1C

and S1D).

TRN Neurons Exhibit Heterogeneous Firing in Relation
to Sleep Spindle Oscillations
One of the major functions attributed to TRN neurons is their role

in generating spindle oscillations (Bazhenov et al., 2000; Contre-

ras et al., 1993; Halassa et al., 2011). We examined the correla-

tion between individual TRN neuronal rate functions and cortical

electroencephalographic (EEG) spindle power in natural SWS

(Figures 2A, S2A and S2B). Consistent with previous findings in

unanesthetized cats (Steriade et al., 1986), we found that many

TRN neurons were positively correlated with spindle power (Fig-

ures 2A and S2B). However, surprisingly, we found that others

were negatively correlated with this measure (Figures 2A and

S2B). Analysis of the correlation between TRN neuronal firing

rates and cortical spindle power revealed a bimodal distribution

(Figure 2B; n = 7mice). Neurons that were positively correlated to

spindle power increased their firing rate specifically during spin-

dle events (Figures 2C–2E; see Figures S2C and S2D for spindle

detection examples), with stronger spindle-phase locking values

observed for these neurons than negatively correlated ones (Fig-

ures 2F–2H; see Figures S2E and S2F for unbiased detection of

phase locking). Conversely, neurons that were negatively corre-

lated to spindle power were also negatively correlated to delta

power (Figure S2G) and exhibited a robust elevation in firing

rate with increased arousal (arousal correlated [AC]; Figure 2I).

Thus, in SWS, two functional TRN subpopulations are observed:

one that is spindle correlated (SC) and another that is AC. Equiv-

alent numbers of these neurons were recorded from all animals

with high recording yield, and they exhibited no difference in

overall firing rates or burst properties (Table S1).
Cell 158, 808–821, August 14, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 809



Figure 1. Independently Adjustable Multi-

electrode Recordings in the TRN

(A) The dorsal part of TRN was targeted by

implanting an independently adjustable multi-

electrode implant (16 independently movable mi-

crodrives, only 6–12 loaded in any experiment) at a

15-degree angle relative to midline. Numbers

denote different anatomical structures at which

physiological recordings were made and shown in

(B) and (C).

(B) Broadband (0.1 Hz–32 kHz) signal recorded at

the different anatomical stations shows the phys-

iological trajectory of the recordings. Note the

absence of spiking in the two white matter cross-

ings (corpus callosum [2] and internal capsule [4]).

(C) Band-pass filtered signal (600 Hz–10 kHz) of

traces in (B) showing spike trains.

(D) Clustered neurons from traces 1, 3, and 5

showing the waveforms of a putative cortical fast-

spiking interneuron (top), a striatal medium spiny

neuron (middle), and finally, a TRN neuron (bot-

tom). Highlighted inset shows a burst event of this

unit, exhibiting the accelerando-decelerando

burst structure previously described.

(E) Histological verification of the recording by

electrode track (white arrowheads) and lesion at

the tip (yellow arrowheads).

(F) Distribution of TRN lesions seen across six out

of seven mice recorded. Numbers denote A/P

distance from bregma in millimeters.

(G) A total of 195 putative TRN units with ‘‘thin’’

spikes were recorded (crimson), which had

significantly different spike waveform features

(peak-to-trough time and trough half-width) than

102 putative thalamic units (red).

See also Figure S1.
SC TRN Neurons Exhibit State-Dependent Modulation
Consistent with Regulation of Sensory Processing
SWS is a state in which the cortical surface EEG is dominated by

slow waves in the delta range (0.5–4 Hz). These dynamics are

associated with coordinated changes of excitability across

cortical neurons (Steriade et al., 1993; Vyazovskiy et al., 2009)

and are known to influence excitability in cortically connected

structures (Hahn et al., 2012). We found that TRN neurons

were modulated by cortical delta, with both SC and AC neurons
810 Cell 158, 808–821, August 14, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
exhibiting comparable delta-phase lock-

ing values (Figures 3A–3D). However,

whereas SC neurons showed preferred

firing during delta wave troughs (corre-

sponding to UP states, assessed by

cortical multiunit activity), AC neurons

showed a broad delta-phase distribu-

tion (Figures 3E and 3F). The narrow

delta-phase distribution of SC neurons

suggested an enhanced probability of co-

ordinated spiking across this population,

which was confirmed by a SWS-depen-

dent increase in their spike time syn-

chrony (a short-latency cross-correlation

measure; see Experimental Procedures),
compared to AC neurons (Figures 3G–3I and S3). Because sen-

sory processing is known to be suppressed during sleep, this

finding suggested that SC neuronal synchrony participates in

this suppression by inhibiting thalamus. To explore whether

this participation can extend to sensory processing during

wake, we performed exploratory behavioral experiments

requiring animals to detect a sensory stimulus (Kahn et al.,

2012).We found that SC neurons weremore likely to reduce their

activity in the attentional phase of this visual detection task



compared to AC neurons (Figure S4). Together, these findings

show selective participation of SC neurons in modulating sen-

sory processing in both sleep and attentional states, suggesting

that their arousal-dependent modulation determines their func-

tional impact.

Optogenetics-Assisted Circuit Dissection of TRN
Neurons Reveals Connectivity-Based Subnetwork
Architecture
Because dorsal TRN projects to both sensory and limbic thal-

amus (Figure S5), we asked whether functional attributes of SC

and AC neurons were related to patterns of connectivity with

thalamic targets. To enable selective targeting of the TRN, we

used mice that expressed Cre recombinase (Cre) under the ve-

sicular g-aminobutyric acid transporter (VGAT) promoter (Vong

et al., 2011). VGAT-Cre animals enabled selective expression

of transgenes in the TRN, but not nearby thalamic nuclei, which

do not contain VGAT-positive neurons. This was achieved by

injecting adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) containing double-

floxed cassettes, stereotactically into the TRN (Figures S5A–

S5F). To enable targeting of TRN neurons that project to specific

thalamic nuclei, we used lentiviruses. These viruses exhibited

two important attributes that resulted in connectivity-specific

TRN neuronal tagging. First, because they were pseudotyped

with a chimeric envelope protein composed of the extracellular

and transmembrane domains of rabies virus glycoprotein (RG)

and the cytoplasmic domain of vesicular stomatitis virus G pro-

tein (VSV-G) (see Experimental Procedures), they were taken up

by axonal terminals in the thalamic target of interest and retro-

gradely transported. Second, these viruses were engineered to

harbor double-floxed cassettes and, therefore, only resulted in

the expression of transgenes in the TRN when injected in

VGAT-Cre mice (Figures S5H–S5O). Using this strategy, we en-

gineered retrograde lentiviruses (RG-LVs) with double-floxed

cassettes containing the light-activated ion channel channelrho-

dopsin-2 (ChR2) (Boyden et al., 2005; Fenno et al., 2011) and in-

jected them into either sensory visual or anterior limbic thalamus

of VGAT-Cre mice (Figures 4A and 4B). We performed extracel-

lular recordings from optogenetically identified TRN neurons in

three visual- and two anterior-injected mice while animals per-

formed a visual detection task and in posttask sleep (Figures

4C and 4E). We identified visual thalamic-projecting or anterior

complex-projecting neurons by their short-latency response to

10 ms pulses of blue laser (5–10 ms onset; Figures 4D and 4F).

Visual-projecting neurons also showed a 30–50 ms latency

response to visual stimulation (Figures 4D and 4F). Electrode po-

sitions were additionally confirmed by postmortem histology

(Figures 4G and 4H).

We found that visual-projecting TRN neuronswere functionally

different from limbic-projecting ones. Specifically, visual-con-

nected neurons weremostly SC (Figure 5A), whereas limbic-pro-

jecting neurons were AC (Figures 5B and 5C). Visual-projecting

neurons exhibited significantly higher phase locking to spindles

than limbic-projecting neurons (Figure 5D). Consistent with a

role for visual-projecting TRN in state-dependent control of vi-

sual processing, these neurons exhibited elevated pairwise

spike time synchrony in SWS, whereas limbic-projecting neu-

rons did not (Figure 5E).
To investigate the participation of these subnetworks in infor-

mation processing beyond sleep, we trained mice on a visual

detection task that required attentional engagement. The task

required the animal to correctly detect a visual stimulus

(500 ms) and subsequently move toward it, obtaining food

from a reward site positioned underneath the stimulus location.

A white noise auditory stimulus signaled the ability to initiate a

trial. A trial was successfully initiated when the mouse broke

an infrared beam continuously for 500–700 ms, ensuring proper

head orientation during visual stimulus presentation. Tominimize

impulsive poking, rewards were only made available for a period

of 15 s following successful initiation (Figure 5F). The absence of

a correlation between initiation time and latency to collect reward

as well as elevated latency during catch trials confirmed timely

and specific response to visual stimulus presentation (Figures

S6A–S6C). We found a robust and specific reduction in firing

rate for visual-projecting TRN neurons following trial initiation,

but no significant modulation of limbic-projecting TRN neurons

during the task (Figure 5G). This result is consistent with the

engagement of visual TRN subnetwork in state-dependent sen-

sory visual processing. Furthermore, because the modulation

occurred in the period prior to stimulus presentation, it sug-

gested the participation of these neurons in attentional states,

where visual thalamic inhibition may be transiently reduced to

augment subsequent sensory processing.

Temporally Precise TRN Activation Diminishes
Performance on the Visual Detection Task
To investigate whether the observed TRN neuronal firing rate

changes were causal for visual detection task performance, we

employed optogenetic manipulations. First, we injected a Cre-

dependent AAV (serotype 2)-expressing channelrhodopsin into

the TRN of VGAT-Cre mice, which resulted in selective TRN

expression (Figure 6A). Because visual TRN neurons exhibited

reduction in firing rate between task initiation and stimulus pre-

sentation, we used optogenetic activation to offset this reduc-

tion. Our investigations showed that pulse trains of >40 Hz (4–

5mW, 200 mmfiber [140–180mW/mm]) result in sustained eleva-

tion of TRN neuronal firing rates and a concomitant reduction in

their thalamic targets (Figure 6B). We therefore used pulse trains

of 50 Hz frequency, pulse width 2 ms (duty cycle, 10%), to

achieve a broad elevation of TRN firing rates throughout the initi-

ation as well as stimulus presentation period (task stimulation).

We found that this optogenetic stimulation regime resulted in a

robust prolongation of latencies to collect reward in all mice

examined (Figures 6C, 6E, S6D, and S6E; Movie S1). This sug-

gested that enhancing TRN neuronal firing rate during the win-

dow of elevated attentional demands was detrimental to

behavior, supporting the notion that a sharp drop in a subset

of TRN neuronal firing rates was important for optimal perfor-

mance. To test whether the optogenetic effect was a result of

diminished stimulus perception, we delivered a laser stimulation

train of similar length that started upon stimulus presentation but

avoided the initiation period (Figure 6B). We found that this con-

trol stimulation did not impact performance on the task. Further-

more, in support of the specificity of the optogenetic effect to the

initiation period, we found that pulse trains of only 500ms limited

to the postinitiation window resulted in diminished task
Cell 158, 808–821, August 14, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 811
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performance (Figures S6D and S6E). Also consistent with the

notion that TRN stimulation did not interfere with stimulus

perception, we found that this stimulation did not change the

overall error rates in the task (Figures S6D and S6E).

Temporally Precise TRN Inhibition Enhances Attentional
Performance
The negative impact of TRN stimulation on task performance

was consistent with the requirement for a subset of its neurons

to reduce their firing rate during the attentional window. To fully

test the causality of these physiological observations in the

context of the task, we used eNpHR3.0 (Deisseroth and Schnit-

zer, 2013; Tye et al., 2011), a light-activated Cl� pump that is

known to hyperpolarize neurons and inhibit spiking, to determine

whether further reducing TRN firing rate would improve perfor-

mance. To increase the likelihood of observing a behavioral

modulation, we subjected mice to mild sleep deprivation (1–

3 hr, at the beginning of their rest phase), which resulted in

slightly diminished task performance evident by prolonged la-

tencies (p < 0.05, rank sum test). Consistent with a causal role

for TRN neurons in optimal task performance, we found that op-

togenetic inhibition of these neurons resulted in improved perfor-

mance in all mice examined (Figures 6F–6H, S6F, and S6G;

Movie S2).

To test whether these effects were subnetwork specific, we

performed bidirectional optogenetic manipulations in retro-

gradely labeled TRN neuronal populations during the task

(Figure 6I). We retrogradely labeled visual-connected and

limbic-connected TRN neurons with either ChR2 or eNpHR3.0.

We found that ChR2-mediated activation of the visual-projecting

TRN during the attentional window of the visual detection task

diminished performance, whereas its inhibition augmented per-

formance. In contrast, neither activation nor inhibition of limbic-

projecting TRN impacted performance (Figure 6J), consistent

with the observation that these neurons are not significantly

modulated during that phase of the task (Figure 5). These data

also suggest that earlier results obtained with bidirectional ma-

nipulations of the TRN may be fully explained by effects on sen-

sory-projecting neurons, a population that overlaps with the SC

neurons identified earlier in this study. Our findings are unlikely to

be explained by differences in optogenetic targeting because

comparable proportions of TRN neurons were tagged in these

two preparations (anterior projecting, 31 out of 100; visual pro-

jecting, 52 out of 190). In addition, there was no impact on error
Figure 2. Functional Segregation of TRN Subnetworks in SWS

(A) Two simultaneously recorded TRN neurons with time-varying firing rates that

(B) Bimodal distribution (Hartigan’s dip test, p < 10�5) of this correlation across t

group (Experimental Procedures).

(C) Example of a detected EEG spindle.

(D) Peri-event time histogram (PETH) triggered by the onset of cortical spindles

analysis similar to A) during spindle events.

(E) This is significant across that population (p < 10�8, rank sum test).

(F) Two positively correlated (to spindle power, as in A) TRN neuronal spike train

(G) Spindle-phase histograms of two TRN neurons (red indicates negatively corr

higher phase locking for the positive-correlated neuron in this example.

(H) Tendency for higher spindle-phase locking in these neurons as a group (weigh

(I) Negatively correlated neurons are wake active (p < 0.01, rank sum test), wher

See also Figure S2 and Table S1.
rates for any of these manipulations. Because the observed ef-

fects could be explained by neither sensory nor motor deficits,

we suggest that they are likely cognitive. Also, because they

occurred during the stimulus expectation period of the task,

they are consistent with the involvement of TRN neurons in atten-

tional states.

DISCUSSION

A major attribute of cognitive function is the ability to flexibly

switch between processing different types of information. Broad

shifts in arousal states offer an opportunity to examine how the

brain switches from external stimulus processing during wake

to internal memory processing during sleep. By regulating the in-

teractions within thalamo-cortical networks, the TRN has been

hypothesized to play an important role in cognitive function (Zi-

kopoulos and Barbas, 2012). However, the precise nature of

this regulation has been difficult to discern given the relative

inaccessibility of TRN to physiological recordings. As such,

and in the absence of concrete experimental data, the TRN

has traditionally been viewed as amonolithic structure, providing

uniform inhibition to thalamic nuclei (Crick, 1984; Llinás and Ster-

iade, 2006). In such a regime, it is unclear how the brain would be

able to selectively control the interactions between functionally

segregated thalamic nuclei and their cortical targets.

In this study, we have systematically examined the functional

architecture of the TRN in the freely behaving mouse. We found

that the TRN is composed of functionally segregated subnet-

works defined by anatomical connectivity. Sensory-projecting

TRN regulates sensory processing in a state-dependent

manner, whereas limbic-projecting TRN exhibits little activity

during quiescent states, perhaps enabling the engagement of

its thalamic target in offline processing associated with other

limbic circuits (e.g., hippocampal reactivation). Additionally,

inhibiting sensory-projecting TRN neurons during attentional

states results in enhanced performance on a visual discrimina-

tion task, identifying this subnetwork as a possible target for

cognitive enhancement (evident by reduced latency for sensory

detection). Overall, our data show that the functional architec-

ture of TRN subnetworks may have essential roles in mediating

the impact of arousal states on higher-level cognitive function

(Koch, 1993) and that it may be utilized in state-dependent

switching between sensory transmission and offline processing

(Figure 7).
are positively and negatively correlated with cortical spindle power.

he data set (n = 195 TRN neurons, 7 mice). Gray represents the undetermined

showing elevated firing rate of a positively correlated neuron (determined by

s in relation to a spindle event.

elated; blue indicates positively correlated to spindle power, as in A). Note the

ted mean ± SEM; rank sum test, p = 0.05 at the point of maximummodulation).

eas positively correlated neurons are state indifferent (p < 0.0001).
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Figure 3. Enhanced Synchrony of SC Neu-

rons during SWS

(A) During SWS, SC neuronal spiking occurs near

cortical delta wave troughs.

(B and C) Spike delta-phase histogram of a SC

neuron shows reduction of firing near the delta

wave peaks.

(D) As a population, SC neurons exhibit compa-

rable delta-phase locking to AC neurons (shaded

area denotes the group SEM), shown in the depth

of their spike-phase modulation (SPM).

(E) Delta wave peak-aligned PETH of the SC

population (blue trace) shows stronger phase

alignment to cortical delta oscillations than the AC

population (red trace). Shaded area is SEM.

(F) Finding in (E) is further supported by plotting the

histogram of the phase values (relative to delta

wave peak) at which significantly modulated

neurons exhibit minimum spike count. These dis-

tributions are significantly different (two-sample

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.03). Note the

peak in the SC neuron histogram, showing that

these neurons exhibit little spiking around the

peaks of delta oscillations.

(G) Example of spike time synchrony between two

SC neurons (shaded area indicates�50 and 50ms

centered at zero lag) showing increased syn-

chrony in SWS.

(H) Spike time synchrony (converted to Z score

related to baseline) seen at the ensemble level

(examples from four mice). Note the consistent

overall elevation of spike time synchrony among

SC units (mouse 1, n = 8; mouse 5, n = 7; mouse 6,

n = 5; and mouse 7, n = 9) during SWS compared

to wakefulness.

(I) Group analysis of these ensembles (SC: n = 13

ensembles from 4 mice, upper panel; AC: n = 9

ensembles from 4 mice, lower panel) shows an

increase in SC subnetwork synchrony during

SWS. Color bar indicates Z score. p values were

obtained from signed-rank tests.

See also Figure S3.
Functionally Distinct TRN Subnetworks
Our initial recordings were in the dorso-rostral part of the

mouse TRN (Figure 1), where reticular neurons are known to

project to anterior (Cornwall et al., 1990) as well as visual sen-
814 Cell 158, 808–821, August 14, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
sory nuclei (Kimura et al., 2012) (Fig-

ure S5). In agreement with previous

recordings in cats (Steriade et al.,

1986), we found that many TRN neurons

increased their firing rate with elevation

in cortical spindle power. Our subse-

quent finding that visual sensory TRN

neurons are likely to exhibit this attribute

as well as phase lock to spindles is

consistent with recordings from the

somatosensory TRN in freely behaving

rats (Marks and Roffwarg, 1993). The

finding of a separate subpopulation of

TRN neurons (AC) is unexpected, and
its link to limbic processing might have been previously missed

because earlier studies did not target limbic-projecting sectors

of the TRN. In contrast to sensory-projecting TRN neurons,

these neurons exhibited broad modulation by arousal state



Figure 4. Optogenetic Tagging of TRN Neurons Based on Their Thalamic Targets

(A) Cartoon depiction of optogenetic tagging of visually connected TRN neurons in mice. A RG-LV containing a Cre-dependent ChR2-EYFP is injected into the

visual thalamus of a VGAT-Cre mouse. Two to 4 weeks later, ChR2 is robustly expressed in visually connected TRN.

(B) Tagging of anterior complex-connected TRN, a similar procedure as in (A).

(C) Sections showing extracellular recording targets for visually connected TRN (n = 3 mice).

(D) Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) from two visual-tagged TRN neurons, showing optogenetic drive with short-latency responses (top) and visual drive

with longer-latency responses (bottom).

(E and F) Similar depictions as in (C) and (D) but for anterior complex-projecting neurons.

(G) Example brain sections showing electrolytic lesions of electrode tips for visually connected TRN preparation. Confocal image on the right shows electrode tips

(white asterisk) near neurons expressing ChR2-EYFP (yellow arrowheads).

(H) Similar figures to (G) but for anterior complex-tagged TRN neurons.
as seen in cortical (Vyazovskiy et al., 2009) and thalamo-

cortical neurons (Weyand et al., 2001). Functional divergence

of sensory and limbic TRN subnetworks was further evident

during behavior in the visual detection task, where sensory

neurons showed a sharp reduction in firing rate following task

initiation (Figure 5), whereas limbic neurons did not. Interest-

ingly, limbic-projecting neurons had comparable firing rates

to AC neurons recorded in the first data set (Table S2 versus

Table S1). However, visual-projecting neurons had different

firing rates than SC neurons recorded earlier in the study.

This may have been related to visual-projecting neurons being

recorded from more caudal parts of the TRN (Figure 1 versus

Figure 4).
The Impact of TRN on Cognitive Function
The reduction in firing rate observed for sensory TRN neurons

during the task window in which attentional demands were high-

est suggests the engagement of these neurons in attentional

state modulation. It is important to note that this modulation is

probably distinct from the role of TRN in selective attention

shown by studies in primates (McAlonan et al., 2008), which

have revealed a correlation between neural responses and

task accuracy, rather than speed. Our task has examined TRN

involvement in the behavioral state preceding stimulus detec-

tion. Because mice perform this task with high accuracy, their

variability in performance is seenmostly in latency, which is likely

to reflect variability in attentional state (a form of arousal), rather
Cell 158, 808–821, August 14, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 815



Figure 5. Intact TRN Microcircuit Dissection Connects Form to Function

(A and B) (A) Visual-tagged neurons are positively correlated to cortical spindle power in SWS (p < 10�8, signed-rank test), but (B) anterior-tagged neurons are

negatively correlated (p = 0.006).

(C) Anterior-tagged neurons are wake active, whereas visual-tagged neurons are state indifferent.

(D) Visual-tagged neurons show stronger phase locking to spindle oscillations (p < 0.001, rank sum test at the trough). Shaded area is SEM.

(legend continued on next page)
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than selective attention. Our physiological results as well as op-

togenetic manipulations corroborate this notion, demonstrating

that a reduction in sensory TRN firing rates is required for optimal

task performance. Because neither a sensory nor motor effect

was observed in these studies, we interpret these findings to

reveal a permissive cognitive role for TRN in attentional states.

This interpretation is consistent with the role of state-dependent

cortical dynamics in accumulation of evidence required for deci-

sion making (Brunton et al., 2013; Kubanek et al., 2013).

The involvement of TRN in cognitive function offers a unique

perspective on connecting a number of concepts in neurosci-

ence that had previously been studied separately. For example,

whereas our study examined the participation of TRN microcir-

cuits in sleep and attentional states separately, the subnetwork

architecture of TRN may allow for flexible switching between

processing of external input and internal constructs in cognitive

tasks, facilitating selective thalamo-cortical network engage-

ment (Roth et al., 2009). Interestingly, recent experiments in hu-

mans have shown that rapid changes in arousal measures, such

as pupil diameter, predict successful performance on cognitive

tasks requiring the use of external information to update internal

beliefs (Nassar et al., 2012). Given the state-dependent modula-

tion of TRN neurons, thesemicrocircuits may offer a mechanistic

link between subtle changes in arousal and cognitive perfor-

mance. In addition, these subnetworks offer a mammalian

example of how the same neurons can switch their functionality

in a behaviorally relevant manner, a long-recognized attribute of

small circuits in model systems (Bargmann and Marder, 2013).

Our findings also offer a unique perspective on cognitive

dysfunction, which appears to be central to a number of neurode-

velopmental and neuropsychiatric disorders (Coe et al., 2012; Ste-

fansson et al., 2014). Although inhibitory circuits have long-been

recognized to be disrupted in several of these disorders, the focus

has been on cortical interneurons (Gonzalez-Burgos and Lewis,

2012). Dissecting TRN microcircuit architecture and examining

its participation in cognitive function are first steps in understand-

ing how its dysfunction may contribute to brain disorders. Given

the roleof thalamus in regulatingcortical states, itwouldnotbesur-

prising that its inhibitory dysfunction contributes to a number of

brain disorders (Barch and Ceaser, 2012; Fitzgerald et al., 2000).

Spindle-Related Microcircuitry
Our findings that TRN neurons associated with spindle oscilla-

tions influence thalamic sensory processing in a state-depen-

dent fashion provide a mechanism for the link between spindles

and sleep stability (Dang-Vu et al., 2010; Wimmer et al., 2012). In

addition, they link sensory processing in sleep to that during

attentional states, which, to our knowledge, has never been
(E) Visual-, but not anterior-, tagged neurons exhibit enhanced pairwise spike

Z scores).

(F) Visual detection task design ensures control over psychophysical parameters.

side speakers. To initiate a trial, themouse is required to hold its snout in a nose po

one of the reward nose pokes, the head is in the correct orientation to see it. T

stimulus, minimizing impulsive poking behavior.

(G) Only visual-tagged neurons show a reduction in firing rate (group mean ± SEM

task (yellow bar indicates stimulus).

See also Table S2.
explicitly demonstrated. Spindle-associated TRN microcircuits,

controlling sensory processing across states of vigilance, may

explain the long-recognized association between spindles and

cognitive performance (Fogel and Smith, 2011) and may relate

to the association between spindles and cognitive dysfunction

in schizophrenia (Ferrarelli et al., 2010; Keshavan et al., 2011).

Relevance to Offline Processing
Could our findings be placed in a larger context of hippocampal-

thalamo-cortical interaction underlying online behavior versus

offline memory processing? We think yes. The hippocampus

sends monosynaptic input to cingulate and retrosplenial

cortices, areas that are connected to the anterior thalamic com-

plex. Damage to any of these structures is known to result in

spatial memory deficits (Rolls, 2013). As such, limbic TRN activ-

ity may be permissive to offline hippocampal-thalamo-cortical

interactions evident by reduced firing rate of these neurons dur-

ing SWS (Figure 5). The elevated firing of these neurons during

active wakefulnessmay set a higher inhibitory tone in the anterior

complex during behavioral arousal. The role of this inhibition in

shaping online processing of these neurons, and their engage-

ment in behavior, is an open but intriguing question.

The role of hippocampus and associated limbic circuitry in

memory processing extends well beyond sleep because hippo-

campal-cortical interactions are required for basic cognitive tasks

requiring online encoding and retrieval of memories (Preston and

Eichenbaum, 2013). Recent findings of default mode network

engagement in these tasks suggest large network functional orga-

nization (Wardetal., 2014), inwhich thalamicmodulationofcortical

dynamics may be necessary. The role of TRN in these large-scale

functional interactions will undoubtedly be an exciting area of

investigation, with broad basic and translational implications.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animals

Seven 4- to 6-month-old male mice in a C57Bl6/J background were used

for the first data set (Figures 1, 2, and 3). Three VGAT-Cre mice were used

for visual thalamic optogenetic tagging, and two mice were used for anterior

thalamic optogenetic tagging (Figures 4 and 5). Four VGAT-Cre mice were

used for the optogenetic-activation experiments, and four others were used

for the optogenetic inhibition (Figure 6). A total of seven VGAT-Cre mice

were used for histology experiments (Figure S1). All research involving mice

has been conducted according to the Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-

mittee (IACUC) guidelines at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. All proce-

dures were approved by the IACUC.

Electrophysiological Recording

Following recovery, each animal was connected to two 16-channel preampli-

fier headstages or a single, custom-made 32-channel preamplifier headstage
time synchrony in SWS (p values, signed-rank test; numbers of axes denote

Themouse is informed of a new trial by a white noise stimulus emitted from two

ke for a period of 0.5–0.7 s, ensuring that when the 0.5 s stimulus is presented at

he rotating disk ensures that the reward sites are only available following the

; p < 0.001, rank sum test) during the attentional window of the visual detection
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Figure 7. Cartoon Depiction of State-Dependent Thalamic Inhibition

During active wakefulness, inhibition in sensory and limbic thalamic nuclei is

balanced. As the brain transitions to SWS, synchrony among sensory TRN

neurons results in enhanced inhibition of sensory thalamic nuclei contributing

to gating of external input. The reduction in firing rate of limbic-connected

neurons is likely to result in reduced inhibition in limbic thalamus, perhaps

facilitating offline processing. During attentional states, sensory neuronal firing

rate is reduced, contributing to enhanced sensory thalamic engagement in

processing of external stimuli. Although limbic thalamic neurons do not show

an overall change in firing rate during these states, individual neurons may

participate in shaping limbic processing during these states.
(Neuralynx). All data were recorded using a Neuralynx DigiLynx recording sys-

tem. Signals from each stereotrode were amplified, filtered between 0.1 Hz

and 9 kHz, and digitized at approximately 30 kHz. Local field potentials

(LFPs) were collected from a single channel on each stereotrode. The LFP

and EEG traces were amplified and filtered between 0.1 Hz and 30 kHz. The

EEG was acquired as a referential signal between the ipsilateral frontal lead

(at approximately anteroposterior [A/P], +0.5 mm; mediolateral [M/L],

0.5 mm; and dorsoventral [D/V], 0.1–0.2 mm, directed at cingulate) and cere-

bellar reference. For experiments involving the tagging of visual neurons, the

EEGwas a referential signal between primary visual cortex and the cerebellum.

Stereotrodes were slowly lowered (over several days) in 125–250 mm steps.

Spike sorting was performed offline using the MClust toolbox (http://
Figure 6. Bidirectional Manipulation of Cognitive Performance by Sele

(A) Schematic showing strategy for rendering the TRN optically sensitive. The TRN

floxed optogenetic molecule cassette (in this example ChR2-EYFP), which is flippe

largely devoid of VGAT-expressing neurons (except for LGN, which is sufficiently

similar strategy is used for eNpHR3.0-EYFP experiments (F–H).

(B) Left: two PSTHs of a TRN unit and a thalamic unit in response to a 50Hz laser st

the TRN unit and broad suppression of spiking in the thalamic unit. Right panel is a

strategy is adopted for optogenetic inhibition.

(C and D) Examples of a selective TRN stimulation session carried out during all

stimulation’’ (D). Note the increased number of long-latency trials in the task sti

square indicates right correct trial, red circle indicates left incorrect trial, red squar

are highlighted in blue.

(E) Cumulative distribution of trial latencies (to collect reward) from individualmice,

four mice.

(F and G) Example sessions for eNpHR3.0-mediated TRN inhibition as in (C) and

(H) Cumulative distribution of trial latencies from individual mice in response to TR

(I) Setup for subnetwork-specific optogenetic manipulations.

(J) Optogenetic activation and inhibition of TRN subnetwork projecting to visua

manipulations of the anterior-projecting TRN have an opposite but nonsignificant

from signed-rank tests). Error bars are SEM.

See also Figure S6 and Movies S1 and S2.
redishlab.neuroscience.umn.edu/mclust/MClust.html), based on spike ampli-

tudes and energies on the two electrodes of each stereotrode. Units were

separated by hand, and cross-correlation and autocorrelation analyses were

used to confirm unit separation.

Virus Injections

For anatomical-tracing experiments, AAV-hSyn-DIO-EGFP (serotype 2) was

injected at multiple volumes (200 nl–1 ml) into thalamus of VGAT-Cre animals

(A/P, �0.6 to �1.0 mm; M/L, 0.9 mm; and D/V, �3.5 mm) unilaterally. Animals

were allowed to recover for at least 3 weeks for optimal virus expression, after

which they were prepared for histological experiments.

For optogenetic manipulation experiments, AAV-EF1a-DIO-ChR2-EYFP

and AAV-EF1a-DIO-eNpHR3.0-EYFP (all serotype 2) were used. These viruses

were produced by the vector core at University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,

with titers around 1012 VG/ml. Viruses (250–350 nl) were injected bilaterally into

TRN of VGAT-Cre mice (A/P, �0.6 mm; ±M/L, 0.9 mm; and D/V, �3.5 mm)

using a quintessential stereotactic injector (Stoelting; #53311). Mice were al-

lowed to recover for 2–4 weeks following injection to allow for virus expression.

For retrograde histological tracing and optogenetic-tagging experiments (Fig-

ures 5 and S5), pseudotyped RG-LVs were used. Visually connected TRN neu-

rons were labeled through virus injections (0.5–0.8 ml) into visual thalamus (AP,

�2.1 mm; ML, 2 mm; and DV, 2.5 mm), whereas anterior thalamic-connected

TRN neurons were targeted through injections into the anterior complex

(AP, �0.7 mm; ML, 0.65 mm; and DV, �2.6 mm). RG-LV contained the EF1a

promoter, followed by a double-flox cassette in which the floxed gene (in

reverse orientation) was EGFP, channelrhodopsin (ChR2), or halorhodopsin

(eNpHR3.0) and was followed by the woodchuck posttranscriptional regulato-

ry element (WPRE). All vectors were modified from the original lentivector

pFCGW. For production of the viral vector, the expression plasmid along

with two helper plasmids, D8.9 and FuG-B2 (a chimeric envelope protein

composed of the extracellular and transmembrane domains of RG and the

cytoplasmic domain of VSV-G; pCAGGS-FuG-B2 [a gift from Kazuto Kobaya-

shi, Fukushima Medical University, Fukushima]), were transfected into human

embryonic kidney 293T cells with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Viral par-

ticles were collected from the cell culture medium, pelleted by ultracentri-

fugation at 65,000 3 g (m/s2) for 2.5 hr, resuspended in PBS, washed, and

concentrated using Amicon Ultra 4. Titers were between 108 and 109 VG/ml.

Mice were allowed 4–6 weeks of recovery following surgery to allow for retro-

grade virus expression.

Online Optogenetic Tagging of TRN Units

A fiber-optic patch cord (Doric Lenses) delivered light from a 473 nm laser

(Opto Engine) to the fiber-optic connector on the animal’s implant. Prior to
ctive TRN Targeting

of a VGAT-Cre mouse is bilaterally injected with an AAV containing a double-

d into frame only in Cre-expressing neurons. Because thalamic relay nuclei are

far away from the injection site), ChR2-EYFP expression is limited to the TRN. A

imulus (2ms pulse duration, 1 s duration), showing broad elevation in spiking for

timeline of optogenetic stimulation regimes in relation to task phases. The same

task phases (C) or avoiding the initiation phase, but of similar length, ‘‘control

mulation but not the control one: black circle indicates left correct trial, black

e indicates right incorrect trial, and green cross indicates catch trials; laser trials

showing diminished performance following TRN activation during the task in all

(D).

N inhibition in the task, showing the opposite behavioral effect to stimulation.

l thalamus diminish and enhance performance, respectively, whereas similar

effect (n = 6 sessions, two mice for each manipulation; p values were obtained
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connecting to the animal, laser power was measured and titrated to �10 mW

using a neutral density filter (Thorlabs). Power at the tip of the implanted fiber

was �50% of this value, based on measurements prior to surgery. Thus, there

was 4–5mWof power at the fiber tip or 140–180mW/mm for a 200 mmfiber. An

analog stimulus generator was used to control laser pulses of 10 ms duration

and 0.01 Hz frequency. See Extended Experimental Procedures for more

information.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, six

figures, two tables, and two movies and can be found with this article online

at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2014.06.025.
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Supplemental Information

EXTENDED EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animals
Seven 4-6 month old male mice in a C57Bl6/J background were used for the first data set (Figures 1, 2, and 3). Four VGAT-Cre mice

were used for the optogenetic activation experiments and four others were used for the optogenetic inhibition (Figure 6). A total of

seven VGAT-Cre mice were used for histology experiments (Figure S1). Three VGAT-Cre mice were used for visual thalamic opto-

genetic tagging and two mice used for anterior thalamic optogenetic tagging (Figures 4 and 5). All research involving mice have

been conducted according to the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines at MIT. All procedures were

approved by the IACUC.

Implant Design, Printing, and Loading
Drive bodies were designed in 3D CAD software (SolidWorks, Concord, MA) and stereolithographically printed in Accura 55 plastic

(American Precision Prototyping, Tulsa, OK). Each drive was loaded with 6-12 individual, independently movable microdrives. Each

microdrive was loaded with 1-3, 12.5 micron nichrome stereotrodes or 25 micron tungsten stereotrodes (California Fine Wire Com-

pany, Grover Beach, CA), which were pinned to a custom-designed electrode interface board (EIB) (Sunstone Circuits, Mulino, OR).

Two electromyography (EMG) wires, two electroencephalograph (EEG) wires and one ground wire (A-M systems, Carlsborg, WA),

were also affixed to the EIB. An optical fiber targeting TRN (Doric Lenses, Quebec, Canada) was glued to the EIB. TRN targeting

was achieved by guiding stereotrodes and optical fiber through a linear array (dimensions �1.1 3 1.8 mm) secured to the bottom

of the drive by cyanoacrylate.

Drive Implantation Surgery
Mice were anesthetized with 1% isofluorane and placed in a stereotaxic frame. For each animal, five stainless-steel screws were

implanted in the skull to provide EEG contacts (a prefrontal site and a cerebellar reference), ground (cerebellar), and mechanical

support for the hyperdrive. A craniotomy of size �3 3 2 mm was drilled with a center coordinate of (M/L 2.5mm, A/P �1.0mm) for

experiments targeting the rostral TRN, and (M/L 2.5mm, A/P �2.0mm) for experiments targeting caudal TRN. The implant was

attached to a custom-designed stereotaxic arm, rotated 15 degrees about the median and lowered to the craniotomy. Stereotrodes

were lowered slightly at the time of implantation (<500 microns) and implanted into the brain.

Electrophysiological Recording
Following recovery, each animal was connected to two 16-channel preamplifier headstages or a single, custom made 32-channel

preamplifier headstage (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT). All data were recorded using a Neuralynx Digilynx recording system. Signals

from each stereotrode were amplified, filtered between 0.1 Hz and 9 kHz and digitized at approximately 30 kHz. Local field potentials

(LFPs) were collected from a single channel on each stereotrode. The LFP and EEG traces were amplified and filtered between 0.1 Hz

and 30 kHz. The EEG was acquired as a referential signal between the ipsilateral frontal lead (at approximately A/P: +0.5mm, M/L:

0.5mm, D/V, 0.1-0.2mm, directed at cingulate) and cerebellar reference. For experiments involving the tagging of visual neurons, the

EEGwas a referential signal between primary visual cortex and the cerebellum. Stereotrodes were slowly lowered (over several days)

in 125-250 micron steps. Spike sorting was performed offline using the MClust toolbox (http://redishlab.neuroscience.umn.edu/

mclust/MClust.html), based on spike amplitudes and energies on the two electrodes of each stereotrode. Units were separated

by hand, and cross-correlation and autocorrelation analyses were used to confirm unit separation.

Sleep State Classification
We classified behavioral epochs into three states: Wake, slow-wave sleep (SWS), and rapid eyemovement (REM) sleep, using simul-

taneously recorded EEG and EMG. The wake epochs were identified by high EMG activity, and the REM epochs were determined by

a low EMG activity and high EEG theta/delta power ratio. The remaining epochs were treated as SWS epochs. In all analyses, the

scoring was further verified by visual inspection by going through the data in 4 s epochs as is commonly practiced. Minimum criteria

for Wake and SWS were > 16 s and REM was > 5 s.

Detection of Sleep Spindles
We filtered the EEG or LFP signal within the spindle frequency band (9-15 Hz) and computed its Hilbert transform (MATLAB function

‘‘hilbert’’). The envelope of the signal (1 s smoothing) was used as a basis for spindle detection. A threshold of one standard deviation

(SD) was applied and each threshold crossing, with parameters of > 0.5 s and < 3 s, were initially included. These events were sub-

sequently visually inspected before being included in the analysis. Visualization was done aided by a time-frequency plot of the EEG

or LFP signal.

State-Associated TRN Unit Firing Rate
DuringWake, SWS andREMstates, we computed the firing rate of individual TRN units with 1 s bin size and computed themean of all

instantaneous binned firing rates as a measure of arousal-related modulation of TRN unit firing rate.
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TRN Unit Burst Structure Quantification
We used the method described in (Marlinski et al., 2012; Vaingankar et al., 2012) to compute the normalized burst interspike interval

(ISI) shape. For examining the accelerando-decelerando burst structure, bursts were R 6 spikes spaced with % 30 ms window

following R 70 ms of silence. Based on the burst ISI sequences of each TRN unit, we used a spline function to interpolate the ISI

shape with 21 points (MATLAB function ‘‘interp1’’) (Vaingankar et al., 2012).

TRN Unit Burst Index Quantification
For each TRN unit we computed the ISI and constructed the state space map for ISI(t) versus ISI(t+1). For a spike train withN spikes,

there areN-1 ISI points in the state spacemap. A burst was detected if two consecutive ISIs: ISI(t) and ISI(t+1), were both smaller than

5 ms. The burst index was then computed as the ratio between the number of burst events (or ISI points) and the total number of ISI

points whose values were between 10 and 100 ms. Normalization to that specific ISI range was used to control for the differences in

firing rate between cells with minimal concerns about behavioral occupancy.

Unit Rate-EEG Power Correlation
EEG delta (1-4 Hz) and spindle (9-15 Hz) power was computed using a Fourier transform of the broadband signal in 500-ms over-

lapping windows (MATLAB function: ‘‘spectrum’’). Next, we applied a state-space algorithm to estimate the underlying Poisson spike

rate function of binned TRN unit spikes (bin size 500 ms) (Smith et al., 2010). We computed the Pearson correlation between the TRN

unit’s spike rate and LFPdelta power in 30 swindow. Specifically, at time t, for two vectors, r(t) = [r(t), r(t+1),., r(t+60)], andP(t) = [P(t),

P(t+1), ., P(t+60)], the instantaneous Pearson correlation between r(t) and P(t) is

Rr;PðtÞ= covðr;PÞ
srsP

=
E½ðr � mrÞðP� mPÞ�

srsP

where m and s denote the mean and SD, respectively. In addition, we shuffled the spike times (by randomly jittering spike trains uni-

formly in time with a range of [-30, 30] s) and computed the shuffled unit rate-EEG power correlation statistics and associated con-

fidence intervals based on 500 Monte Carlo trials. Significant correlations were assigned as above or below 3SD of the shuffled unit

rate-EEG power correlations (with zero mean).

Fitting Mixtures of Gaussians and Model Selection
To capture themulti-modal nature of data distributions, we use themaximum likelihoodmethod to fit the data withmixtures of Gauss-

ians. A common likelihood inference approach is the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Hastie et al., 2009). Without loss of

generality, let x = (x1,x2,.,xn) be a sample of n independent data observations. For the K-mixtures of Gaussians, the likelihood func-

tion of the data x is given by

Lðq; x; zÞ=Pðx; zjqÞ=
Yn
i = 1

XK
k =1

Iðzi = kÞpkpðxijmk ;SkÞ

where zi˛f1;2;/;Kg denotes the latent variable for each data point, 0<pk<1 denotes the k-th mixing coefficient for specific

Gaussian; mk and Sk denote, respectively, the mean vector and variance (or covariance) for the k-th Gaussian, and

q= fpk ;mk ;SkgKk = 1; and Iðzi = kÞ is an indicator function, which is equal to 1 when the argument zi = k holds and 0 otherwise. Given

an initial condition of q, the EM algorithm iteratively runs the E-step andM-step until the likelihood function reaches a local maximum.

For model selection (i.e., in order to select the number of mixtures K), we use the well-established statistical criteria, such as

Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC), or the likelihood ratio test (LRT). Upon the convergence of

the EM algorithm, let LLk denote the final log-likelihood value of the data from fitting k-mixtures of Gaussians. Comparing twomodels,

say k-mixtures versus (k-1)-mixtures, we select the k-mixtures (bigger model) if the following rule holds.

LLk - LLk-1 > Critical value.

where the critical value depends on the specific statistical criterion being used

Critical value=

8<
:

q AIC
ðq=2Þlog n BIC
c2
q;ð1�aÞ LRT

where q=dimðqbigÞ � dimðqsmallÞ, and c2
q;ð1�aÞ is the ð1� aÞ th quantile of the Chi-square distribution with q degrees of freedom. We

use all three criteria to fit the data in Figure 2B (a = 0.05), and all criteria favor the two mixtures of Gaussians.

Pairwise TRN Unit Rate Correlation
Spikes from individual TRN units were first binned with 500 ms bin size. We computed the instantaneous spike rates of two selected

TRN units and then used a 10 s moving window to compute the Pearson correlation between two spike rate traces. Let r1(t) = [r1(t),
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r1(t+1),., r1(t+20)], and r2(t) = [r2(t), r2(t+1),., r2(t+20)], the instantaneous Pearson correlation between r1(t) and r2(t) was calculated

by

R12ðtÞ= covðr1; r2Þ
sr1sr2

=
E
��
r1 � mr1

��
r2 � mr2

��
sr1sr2

To assess the statistical significance, we also created shuffled spike data (by randomly jittering two spike trains uniformly in time)

and computed the shuffled correlation statistics and associated confidence intervals based on 500 Monte Carlo trials. Significant

correlations were assigned as above or below 2SD of the shuffled unit rate correlations (with zero mean).

Spike-Phase Modulation Index
We applied a Hilbert transform to compute an analytic signal and its instantaneous phase value (MATLAB function ‘‘hilbert’’) for the

cortical EEG. During SWSwe band-passed the EEG within the spindle frequency band (9-15 Hz). For each TRN unit, we constructed

a spike-phase histogram (24 bins within 0-360�; MATLAB function ‘‘rose’’).

To quantify phase preference for each TRN neuronal subtype, we first aligned individual spike-phase histograms to their respective

peak values (spike phase modulation curve or SPMC) and then calculated each group’s spike-phase modulation (SPM) using a

weighted mean of SPMCs from all units (weighted by the number of contributed spikes from each unit).

Cortical Slow Wave-Triggered PETH
To characterize the TRN unit firing patterns relative to the cortical EEG slow wave (1-4 Hz), we first band-passed the cortical EEG to

obtain the slow wave signal. To identify the TRN unit firing ‘‘frame,’’ we searched for the slow wave onset. It is known that cortical

slow wave onset triggers the cortical up states (accompanied with elevated synchronous multiunit activity bursts) during SWS. To

do that, we searched for the local peak values of the slow wave during SWS epochs (MATLAB function ‘‘findpeaks’’ with visually-

guided threshold for each data set). We then used the peak as a trigger to compute the peri-event time histogram (PETH) for each

TRN unit (time lag [-200, 180] ms, bin size 20 ms). Finally, we computed the group-averaged PETHs for SC and AC neurons

(Figure 3E).

Pairwise Spike Time Synchrony
We computed the spike-triggered synchrony between paired TRN units (time lag [-500, 500] ms, bin size 10 ms). We then computed

themean and SD of the correlation profile (which is nonnegative and nonsymmetric, Figure 3G). The correlation value above or below

2SD was considered significant. We integrated the significant correlation value in a small window ([-50, 50] ms, shaded area of Fig-

ure 3G) and computed the averaged Z-score as a measure of synchrony.

Measuring the Similarity of Phase Synchrony between Two TRN Units
The spike phase histogram (in delta or spindle band) measures the degree of phase synchrony of a TRN unit firing with respect to

specific cortical EEG phase. To measure the similarity of phase synchrony between two TRN units, we computed the normalized

(spindle or delta) phase histograms and represented them as two vectors a and b. We used the cosine similarity to measure the sim-

ilarity between these two vectors

similarity =
a$b

kak3 kbk=
P
i

ai 3biffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i

ðaiÞ2
r

3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i

ðbiÞ2
r

The similarity ranges from �1 meaning exactly opposite, to 1 meaning exactly the same, with 0 usually indicating independence,

and in-between values indicating intermediate similarity or dissimilarity. In Figure S3B, we computed the Pearson correlation be-

tween the spike-time synchrony and the similarity of delta phase synchrony among all spindle-correlated (SC) TRN unit pairs.

Two-Choice Task Setup
Experiments were conducted in a standard modular test chamber (Med Associates, env-008). The chamber wasmodified to form an

isosceles triangle: 233 24cm (base3 height). The front wall contained two white light emitting diodes (Digikey 511-1638-ND), 6.5cm

apart, mounted below two nose-pokes. A third nose-poke with response detector was centrally located on the grid floor, 6cm away

from the base wall and two small Plexiglas walls (33 5cm), opening at an angle of 20�, served as a guide to the poke. All nosepokes

contained an IR LED/IR phototransistor pair (Digikey 160-1030-ND/160-1028-ND) for response detection. At the level of the floor-

mounted poke, two headphone speakers (AUVIO, 3300669) were introduced into each sidewall of the box, allowing for the delivery

of sound cues. Access to the two wall-mounted nose-pokes was regulated by a rotating disk (radius 7cm) containing two holes that

could be aligned with the nose-pokes underneath via a servo motor (Tower Hobbies, TS-53). Trial logic was controlled by custom

software running on an Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller. Liquid reward consisting of 10ml of evaporated milk (Nestle) was deliv-

ered directly to the lateral nose-pokes via a single-syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems, NE-1000).
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Animal Training
Mice were food restricted to 85%–90% of their ad libitum body weight prior to training. Mice were subsequently habituated to the

task box and allowed to collect reward (10 ml evaporated milk, Nestle) freely, one session daily, for two days. A session consisted

of several trials, in which reward were predelivered to a right or left nose-poke. The ability to collect reward was signaled by the rota-

tion of a disk that had previously blocked access to the reward nose-pokes (Figure 5F). The appropriate nose-poke was assigned by

continuous illumination of an LED directly below that nose-poke. Visual stimulus presentation was terminated upon reward collec-

tion. This training stage was introduced to teach the mice the association between the visual stimulus (LED illumination) and reward

(evaporated milk). An individual trial was terminated 20 s after reward collection, and a new trial became available 10 s later. On the

following two training days the animals had to poke into the correctly-assigned nose-poke for the reward to be delivered. All other

parameters stayed the same. A poke into the incorrect nose-poke had no consequences. By the end of this training phase, all mice

collected at least 30 reward per session.

For the next stage of training, mice were trained to initiate individual trials, allowing for the establishment of a temporal window

in which mice could anticipate subsequent delivery of the visual stimulus. Mice were informed about trial availability by white

noise delivered through speakers surrounding an initiation nose-poke. The initiation nose-poke was placed on the box floor,

6 cm away from the front wall, midway between the two aforementioned reward nose-pokes. Initially, it was sufficient for

the mice to break the infra-red beam in the initiation nose-poke momentarily in order to trigger both the wall-mounted disk

rotation (to grant access to the reward nose-pokes) and simultaneous delivery of the visual stimulus (20 s). Correct poking resulted

in reward delivery, while incorrect poking resulted in immediate termination of the trial by disk rotation to block access to the

reward nose-pokes. Reward were available for 15 s following correct poking, followed by 5 s intertrial interval (ITI). Incorrect

poking had a time-out, which consisted of a 20 s ITI. All animals initiated at least 25 times in 30 min at the end of a 3-7 day training

period.

The next stage of training required themice to consistently hold their snouts in the initiation nose-poke, breaking the infra-red beam

continuously for increasing time intervals (from 100ms to 500ms). If an animal removed its snout from the nose-poke prior to fulfilling

the required time, it was counted as an interrupted initiation and the process had to be repeated. Once the mice performed at a level

of at least 70% correct responses within a session, the visual stimulus was shortened consecutively to 3, 1 and finally to 0.5 s. This

training phase took 5-10 days for mice to reach 70% response accuracy. Each trial contained a left or right visual stimulus which was

delivered randomly.

Animal Testing
During electrophysiological recordings, parameters were equivalent to the final training stage except that the required holding times

were randomized, ranging between 0.5-0.7 s, rendering the precise visual stimulus presentation time unpredictable. Mice generally

performed at �85% accuracy.

For experiments with optical stimulation, one tenth of the trials contained no visual stimulus (catch trial). Test sessions were�1.5h

in duration with nomanipulation occurring during the first and last 20min. In themiddle period, laser trains were delivered every fourth

trial. Laser trains consisted of 50Hz, 2-ms pulses for 1.2 s (or 500 ms), of either blue (for ChR2 activation) or yellow (for eNpHR3.0

activation) light at an intensity of 4-6mW. Laser trains started either upon initiation (attention stimulation) or visual stimulus presen-

tation (control stimulation). Testing of ChR2 expressing mice occurred between zeitgeber time (ZT) 7-10. eNpHR3.0 expressing mice

were tested during ZT 1-5, after being kept awake for 1-3h.

Attention Trial Analysis
A total of 66 TRN neurons from 3 animals were recorded while animals performed the task at criterion for the first data set (Figure S4).

We computed the PETH relative to the imitation nose-poke of TRN units frommultiple trials (short versus long latencies). To improve

visualization, each row was scaled between 0 and 1, with 0 and 1 corresponding to the minimum and maximum firing rates, respec-

tively. Based on the short latency trials, units were then sorted based on the firing rate increase between two windows, [-1, 0] s and

[0.2, 1.2] s, with 0 representing the initiation nose-poke (Figure S4F).

For optogenetic tagging experiments (Figure 5), a total of 52 neurons were recorded from 3 mice (visual) and 31 neurons were re-

corded from 2 mice (anterior). A PETH for each neuron was generated (visual-tagged: 37 neurons; anterior-tagged: 31 neurons),

aligned to the initiation nose-poke. This was done for both short- and long-latency trials. Average PETHs for all neurons within

each group was generated and shown in Figure 5G. Long latency trial PETH for both groups did not show significant modulation

in the task (data not shown).

Two-Sample Proportion Test
When comparing two odds ratios from two independent sample groups, we first compute the sample proportions p1 and p2 based on

sample sizes n1 and n2. The null hypothesis H0 is assumed to be p1 = p2. We then computed the z-score using the formula

z=
p1 � p2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

p1ð1� p1Þ
n1

+
p2ð1� p2Þ

n2

r
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where the denominator denotes the standard error (SE). The confidence intervals (CIs) for the difference of two odds are

(p1-p2) ± z SE. Then the one-sided or two-sided P-valued associated with the z-value can be computed (z = 1.96 for a

95% CI and z = 2.58 for a 99% CI). We reject the null hypothesis H0 if p < 0.05, otherwise we do not reject the null

hypothesis.

Virus Injections
For anatomical tracing experiments, AAV-hSyn-DIO-EGFP (serotype 2) was injected at multiple volumes (200nL – 1 mL) into thalamus

of VGAT-Cre animals (A/P,�0.6mm to�1.0mm, M/L: 0.9mm; D/V�3.5mm) unilaterally. Animals were allowed to recover for at least

3 weeks for optimal virus expression, after which they were prepared for histological experiments.

For optogenetic manipulation experiments, AAV-EF1a-DIO-ChR2-EYFP and AAV-EF1a-DIO-eNpHR3.0-EYFP (all serotype 2)

were used (Cardin et al., 2009; Sohal et al., 2009). These viruses were produced by the vector core at UNC Chapel Hill with titers

around 1012 VG/mL. Viruses (250-350nl) were injected bilaterally into TRN of VGAT-cre mice (A/P, �0.6mm; ± M/L: 0.9mm; D/V

�3.5mm) using a quintessential stereotactic injector (Stoelting, #53311). Mice were allowed to recover for 2-4 weeks following injec-

tion to allow for virus expression. For retrograde histological tracing and optogenetic tagging experiments (Figures 4 and 5), pseu-

dotyped retrograde lentiviruses (RG-LV) were used. Visually connected TRN neuronswere labeled through virus injections (0.5-0.8 ml)

into visual thalamus (AP,�2.1mm, ML, 2mm, DV, 2.5mm) whereas anterior thalamic connected TRN neurons were targeted through

injections into the anterior complex (AP, �0.7mm, ML, 0.65mm, DV, �2.6mm). RG-LV contained the EF1a promoter, followed by a

double flox cassette in which the floxed gene (in reverse orientation) was either EGFP, channelrhodopsin (ChR2), or halorhodopsin

(eNpHR3.0), and followed by the woodchuck posttranscriptional regulatory element (WPRE). All vectors were modified from the orig-

inal lentivector pFCGW (Dittgen et al., 2004). For production of the viral vector, the expression plasmid alongwith two helper plasmids

D8.9 and FuG–B2 (a chimeric envelope protein composed of the extracellular and transmembrane domains of rabies virus glycopro-

tein (RG) and the cytoplasmic domain of VSV-G; pCAGGS–FuG–B2; a gift from Kazuto Kobayashi, Fukushima Medical University,

Fukushima, Japan) (Kato et al., 2011a, 2011b), were transfected into HEK293T cells with Lipofectamine2000 (Invitrogen). Viral par-

ticles were collected from the cell culture medium, pelleted by ultracentrifugation at 65,0003 g (m/s2) for 2.5 hr, resuspended in PBS,

washed and concentrated using Amicon Ultra 4. Titers were between 108-109 VG/mL. Mice were allowed 4-6 weeks of recovery

following surgery to allow for retrograde virus expression.

Optic Fiber Implantation for Behavioral Experiments
Two optic fibers, 4-5mm long, were inserted bilaterally above the TRN (A/P, �0.6mm; ± M/L: 1.4mm; D/V �2.8mm) using a stereo-

tactic arm. Two to four stainless-steel screws were implanted into the skull to anchor the implant and fixed with dental cement. An-

imals were allowed to recover and training resumed oneweek later. For ChR2 activation a 473 nm laser and for eNpHR3.0 activation a

579nm laser were used (Opto Engine, Midvale, UT).

Immunofluorescence
Coronal, 50 mm thick, free-floating sections were incubated in 0.05 M glycine and preblocked in 10% bovine serum albumin with

0.2% Triton X-100. An antibody against GFP was used to enhance tracer signal. To identify TRN inhibitory neurons, we used an

antibody against the calcium binding protein parvalbumin (PV), which labels the TRN. The tissue was incubated overnight in primary

antibody for GFP (1:1000, chicken polyclonal, Abcam) and/or PV (1:2000; mouse monoclonal, Swant). The sections were rinsed in

0.01 M PBS, incubated for 4 hr with a goat antichicken (for GFP polyclonal) or antimouse IgG (for PV monoclonal) conjugated

with the fluorescent probes Alexa Fluor 488 (green) or 568 (red; 1:100; Invitrogen), and thoroughly rinsed with PBS. To exclude

nonspecific immunoreactivity, we performed control experiments with sections adjacent to those used in the experiments described

above. These included omission of the primary antibodies and incubation with all secondary antisera. Control experiments resulted in

no immunohistochemical labeling.

Analysis of Anterogradely Labeled Axon Terminals
We analyzed anterograde labeling in the thalamus after injections in the rostral third of TRN at high magnification (10003 ) using un-

biasedmethods as described previously (Zikopoulos and Barbas, 2006). Using systematic, random sampling we examined 1/6 of the

total volume of the thalamus in two cases, which resulted in plotting > 40000 labeled bouton profiles in each case, with the aid of a

semiautomated commercial system (Neurolucida; MicroBrightField). In four other cases, we qualitatively evaluated labeling in the

thalamus to extend and cross-validate our quantitative results. We normalized data by expressing the relative proportion of labeled

boutons in each nucleus or region of interest as a percentage of the total number of all boutons mapped in each case.

Analysis of Retrogradely Labeled Neurons and Their Overlap
In five cases, we mapped the distribution and overlap of retrogradely labeled neurons in TRN after injections of tracers in visual or

anterior thalamic nuclei and marked their stereotaxic coordinates. Using systematic, random sampling we examined 1/6 of the total

volume of the thalamus, we outlined brain sections, placed cytoarchitectonic borders of TRN, andmapped labeled pathways in each

case with the aid of a commercial computerized microscope system and motorized stage (Neurolucida; MicroBrightField). The pro-

cedure involves setting a reference point for every brain hemisphere analyzed, and as a result the outlines are automatically
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registered and aligned to the actual corresponding sections, retaining information about the three-dimensional (3D) coordinates of

every mark or trace. To compare the distribution and overlap of retrograde labeling across cases in TRN, we reconstructed in three

dimensions the entire nucleus using the free, open source software Reconstruct (Fiala, 2005). The stereotypy of TRN among animals

facilitated the use of the reconstructed nucleus from a representative case as reference, as described previously (Zikopoulos and

Barbas, 2006, 2012). We first imported the reference outlines and traces containing 3D information about the topography of labeling

from all cases in Reconstruct, and then coregistered and aligned them to generate 3Dmodels. This resulted in the stereotactic regis-

tration of all markers and traces that were superimposed on the 3D models. This method made it possible to compare the relative

distribution of labeled TRN neurons that project to different anterior or visual thalamic nuclei. To assess the accuracy of the relative

overlaps, we injected DLG and AD of the same hemisphere in two cases and mapped the two pathways in TRN using absolute ste-

reotaxic coordinates. The independent analyses yielded similar results.

Imaging
We viewed sections under highmagnification (x200 – x1000) using epifluorescence or confocal laser microscopes (Olympus BX63 or

Olympus Fluoview) and captured stacks of images.We acquired image stacks of several focal planes in each area of interest resulting

in pictures with high depth of field of 50-mm-thick sections focused throughout the extent of their z-axes. The stacks were collapsed

into single images using the maximum z-projection of stacks function in ImageJ. To image large regions of the thalamus we captured

multiple adjacent high resolution images with a minimum overlap of 20% at high magnification, and compiled them into photomon-

tages by using the automatic photomerge function in Photoshop. We applied 3D-deconvolution algorithms to images before analysis

with the aid of Autodeblur (Media Cybernetics). Photomicrographs were prepared with Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems), and

overall brightness and contrast were adjusted without retouching.

Online Optogenetic Tagging of TRN Units
A fiber optic patch cord (Doric Lenses) delivered light from a 473 nm laser (Opto Engine, Midvale, UT) to the fiber optic connector on

the animal’s implant. Prior to connecting to the animal, laser powerwasmeasured and titrated to�10mWusing a neutral density filter

(Thorlabs, Newton, NJ). Power at the tip of the implanted fiber was �50% of this value, based on measurements prior to surgery.

Thus, there was 4-5 mW of power at the fiber tip, or 140-180 mW.mm-2 for a 200-micron fiber. An analog stimulus generator was

used to control laser pulses of 10 ms duration and 0.01 Hz frequency.
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Figure S1. Heterogeneity of Bursting in TRN Neurons, Related to Figure 1

(A) Example of clustering in Peak amplitude space for a stereotrode recording inmouse TRN. Two clusters are identified in blue and spike-times occurring within <

10ms interspike intervals (corresponding to bursts) are identified in red. Because spike amplitudes are known to change during bursts, one limitation of this

recording methodology may be the loss of spikes falling within bursts. However, this was not a concern for these representative examples, given that the burst

spike times fall within each cluster boundary. Waveforms correspond to the spike times within these clusters. Scale bars: 500ms, 0.2mV for upper unit and 0.1mV

for lower unit.

(B) Interspike interval (ISI) histogram of two TRN neurons during SWS in a recording session, showing an ISI structure with low burst-index (upper panel) versus a

high burst index (lower panel).

(C) Example of a TRN neuron exhibiting the accelerando-decelarando burst structure during SWS. Lower panel is the zoom-in of the shaded area in upper panel.

Continuous trace is cortical EEG.

(D) Normalized ISI shape obtained from one neuron (n = 589 burst events, shaded area is SEM); the interval between successive spikes first shortened and then

increased to form a U-shaped curve.

See also Figure 1.
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Figure S2. Differential Engagement of TRN Subpopulations in Spindles at Multiple Timescales, Related to Figure 2

(A) Semi-automatic state detection: typical recording session where the EMG and EEG show fluctuations in amplitude and spectral properties. Absolute EMG

amplitude and theta/delta power ratio of the EEG are the main physiological markers used for state assignment. Thresholds are manually set resulting in the

hypnogram shown.

(B) Nonstationarity of correlation (R) between TRN unit firing rate to EEG power within spindle frequency band (9-15 Hz): examples of two TRN units’ firing rate

functions and their time-varying correlation with EEG spindle power during two SWS epochs. Unit1 (in blue) exhibits an overall positive correlation with spindle

power while Unit2 (in red) is negatively correlated. Note that significant correlation (as compared to the shuffled correlation, threshold denoted by the horizontal

line) is only reached during parts of the episode.

(C) Semi-automatic detection of spindles reveals events that are limited to SWS (W: wake, S: SWS, R: REM).

(D) Two detected spindle events highlighted in yellow boxes.

(E) An example of normalized spike-phase modulation curve (SPMC; see Experimental Procedures) from a SC TRN unit. Modulation is calculated with respect to

the spindle (9-15 Hz) phase.

(F) To determine whether the unit is phase locked, we applied an inverse cosine transform of the ordinate of (G) and evaluated the correlation coefficient of the

resulting data (see Experimental Procedures).

(G) Scatter plot of rate-delta power correlation versus rate-spindle power correlation, with units color coded as in Figure 2. Note that spindle-correlated (SC)

neurons (blue), while strongly correlated in spindles, are more spread out with respect to delta power correlation, while arousal-correlated (AC) neurons (red)

maintain their strong negative correlation to delta power.

See also Figure 2.
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Figure S3. SC Neurons Exhibit Elevated Rate Comodulation and Spike Time Synchrony in SWS, Related to Figure 3

(A) Spindle-correlated (SC) neurons exhibit elevated firing rate pairwise correlation during SWS. Example of a recording session in whichmultiple SC (blue circles)

and arousal-correlated (AC, red circles) neurons were recorded. Upper plot shows firing rate correlation (500 ms bin) of an AC neuron pair, note that while some

correlations cross the gray lines (significance, Monte Carlo p < 0.05, shuffled distribution), they are not sustained. In contrast, sustained correlations are seen for a

representative SC neuron pair, which is specific to SWS and is completely abolished during REM sleep despite comparable firing rate.

(B) Common delta-phase synchrony in SC neuronal pairs enhances spike-time synchrony. Scatter plot of SC neuronal pairs (n = 102 from 6mice, same as the one

used for analysis in Figure 3). The abscissa is a measure of the similarity between their preferred delta-phase (see Experimental Procedures) and the ordinate is a

measure of their synchrony as assessed by the mean Z-score of their spike time synchrony within 50 ms window (as in Figure 3). Note the strong correlation

between these two measures (Pearson’s correlation R = 0.6, p < 10�11). We also analyzed the data using rank-order correlation, which makes no assumption

about linearity (Spearman’s correlation R = 0.574, p < 10�10).

See also Figure 3.
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Figure S4. TRN Recordings in a Simple Attentional Task, Related to Figure 3

(A) Visual detection task design: mice initiate trials by performing a nose-poke in the middle hole. After a 1 s delay, either right or left LED lights up, and the animal

makes a choice by performing a nose-poke to collect a liquid reward.

(B) Latencies to reward collection in a visual detection task reveals behavioral variability: Distribution of latencies (normalized by the median latency for each

animal) across seven mice in twenty behavioral sessions that are trained to criterion (15% error rate). Note the heavy tail of the distribution at the right side, which

is used to infer poor performance in this task. Vertical line marks the upper 75% percentile of data distribution.

(C) Histogram analysis of the Pearson correlation statistic (R) between the firing rate change and EMG amplitude change associated with the task initiation nose-

poke reveals a distribution centered around zero (zero median, rank-sum test, p < 0.001).

(D) Left: PETH (all trials including both short and long latencies) of a neuron whose firing rate is reduced following task initiation, compared to the PETH aligned to

the reward nose-poke. Green line: initiation nose-poke, yellow line: stimulus onset. Red box: latencies to collect reward. Yellow box: spread of stimulus onset

times. Red Line: reward nose-poke trigger. Note that the drop in firing rate during initiation is absent during reward period.

(E) Group analysis of the observation in (D) reveals no significant correlation (p = 0.1) between the firing rate following initiation and the firing rate following reward

nose-poke.

(F) Normalized PETHs of 66 TRN neurons (normalized by peak firing rate in [-2 3] s interval from initiation) during short latency trials (lower 50th percentile, left) and

long latency trials (upper 75th percentile, right). Cells are sorted by firing rate change (post minus preinitiation 1 s window) for short latency trials. SC neurons (13/

23) are more likely to exhibit a reduction in firing rate following initiation than AC neurons (6/23; two sample proportion test, p < 0.02 for one tailed test, p < 0.03 for

two-tailed test). This PETH structure is abolished in long latency trials, where attentional engagement is likely diminished, suggesting that these rate changes are

specific to attentional state demands.
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Figure S5. Dorsal TRN Contains Nonoverlapping Neuronal Populations Projecting to Anterior Thalamic Nuclei, as well as Those Involved in

Visual Processing, Related to Figures 4 and 5

(A) Selective anterograde labeling of the TRN by injection of AAV-hSyn-DIO-EGFP into thalamus of VGAT-Cre animals.

(A–C) Small volume injection (200nL) restricted to dorsal TRN shows projection to sensory (LD) and anterior (AD) thalamic nuclei.

(B–F) (B–D) Inset showing terminals in these nuclei but also terminal labeling in DLG in caudal sections (E) and (F).

(G) Breakdown of fluorescent signals from terminals in anterior versus visual thalamic nuclei shows that neurons in dorsal TRN send comparable projections to

these distinct structures. For all images: green, EGFP signal; red, PV signal. Panels (A) and (C) are high resolution montages of multiple, slightly overlapping

images, captured at high magnification and automatically merged in Adobe Photoshop.

(H–K) Outlines of series of coronal sections from a reference case show labeled neurons from multiple retrograde virus injections (RG-LV-EF1a-DIO-EGFP) into

either anterior (centered at AD) or visual (centered at DLG) thalamic nuclei. Plots are superimposed by their relative stereotaxic coordinates from matched

sections. Neurons connected to anterior thalamic nuclei were found in dorso-medial TRN (green), whereas visual connected ones (red) were found more laterally

(H): anterior tip of TRN; (K): central-posterior tip of TRN). Each dot represents one plotted neuron.

(L and M) Widefield fluorescence images of coronal sections through the anterior thalamus (levels equivalent to (H) and (I), respectively), showing retrogradely

labeled TRN neurons after virus injections in AD.

(N and O) Widefield fluorescence images of coronal sections through the anterior and central/posterior thalamus (levels equivalent to (J) and (K), respectively),

showing retrogradely labeled TRN neurons after tracer injections in DLG. Panels (L) to (O) are high resolution montages of multiple, slightly overlapping images,

captured at high magnification and automatically merged in Photoshop.

(P) Confocal image showing distinct neuronal clusters following injection of RG-LV-EF1a-DIO-EGFP into AD and RG-LV-EF1a-DIO-eNpHR3.0-EYFP in DLG.

White arrowhead shows neurons projecting to anterior thalamus, while yellow arrowheads show neurons projecting to visual thalamus.

(Q and R) insets, showing cytoplasmic labeling of anterior-projecting neurons, but predominant membrane labeling of visual-projecting neurons (as is known for

eNpHR localization (Gradinaru et al., 2008)).

(S and T) high magnification, single confocal sections of (Q) and (R), respectively.

(U and V) Colabeling with anti-NpHR antibody (red) confirms the distinct neuronal identities.
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Figure S6. Bidirectional Manipulation of Performance in a Well-Controlled Visual Detection Task in Mice, Related to Figure 6
(A–C) Control measures ensure rapid and selective response to visual cue.

(A) Example session from one mouse showing absence of a correlation (R = �0.06, p = 0.44) between holding time during initiation and the latency to reward

collection.

(B) Group analysis (8 mice, 57 sessions) shows a correlation distribution that is not different from zero (p = 0.6, rank-sum test), confirming that the mice are timing

their responses in relation to stimulus presentation.

(C) Catch trials (those in which stimulus was not presented), show an overall significant increase in latency compared to cued trials (sign-rank test, p < 0.03),

supporting the notion that mice perform this task based on cue perception.

(D and E) Temporally-limited TRN activation diminishes attentional performance. (D) Bar graphs of group data (n = 4 mice) undergoing the three types of op-

togenetic activation (control 1.2 s, attention 1.2 s, and limited attention 500ms) showing that activating the TRN only during the attentional window is sufficient to

disrupt behavior (E) Optogenetic activation has no effect on task accuracy (statistical nonsignificance, sign-rank test, p > 0.05).

(F and G) Temporally-limited TRN inhibition improves attentional performance.

(F) Bar graphs of group data (n = 4 mice) undergoing the three types of optogenetic inhibition (control 1.2 s, attention 1.2 s, and limited attention 500ms) showing

that inhibiting the TRN only during the attentional window is sufficient to improve behavior.

(G) Optogenetic inhibition has no effect on task accuracy (statistical nonsignificance, sign-rank test, p > 0.05).

See also Figure 6, Movies S1, and S2.
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